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MORENO

Full-Stack Web Developer

HTML

CSS3

JavaScript

Webpack

Ruby

Ruby On Rails

RSpec

NPM

Git

Heroku

REST APIs

SQL

Blender

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Premiere Pro

TECHNOLOGIES

Semantic HTML

Responsive Design

DOM Manipulation

MVC

Git Flow

User Interface

TDD

Deployment

Testing

SKILS

Phone: (+52) 987-100-7259 

email: emilio.contreras97@gmail.com  

Instagram: @emiliocm

Twitter: @emiliocm31

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/emiliocm31/

Github: https://github.com/emiliocm9

CONTACT

EXPERIENCE

• I started my own advertising business where I could practice my previously learned

skills such as web design, web development, web app application development using

Ruby on Rails, social media management, and graphic design.

• During this time, I have worked on many projects related to marketing, video

production, web development, and  video editing.

DIDA PUBLICIDAD

Full- Stack Web Developer and others, 2017-present

• I gave diving courses to mostly foreign people, from beginners to advanced.

• I was able to work in this company only during vacation periods.

• I guided groups of divers through the reefs of Cozumel, always seeking their well-

being and experience.

PADI OPEN WATER INSTRUCTOR

Cozumel Marine World, Part-Time, 2017-2020

EDUCATION

• Spent 1300+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and

full-stack development while simultaneously developing projects

with , HTML, CSS3 Ruby, Rails, and JavaScript.

•Developed skills in remote pair-programming using GitHub,

industry-standard git-flow, and daily stand-ups to communicate

and collaborate with international remote developers.

MICROVERSE | REMOTE

Full Stack Web Development Program, Full Time 2019-2020

• Courses and classes related to improving design skills.

Aesthetics, drawing, graphic design, animation and web design

were some of the courses I took.

NATIONAL AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY OF MEXICO
(UNAM)

PADI INSTRUCTOR INTERNSHIP

Bachelor of Visual Arts, Full  Time 2017-2019

PORTFOLIO:  HTTPS://EMILIOCM9.GITHUB.IO/

Open Water Scuba Instructor, Full  Time 2016-2017

• I took sales and customer retention trainings for sports

activities, as well as teaching strategies for foreign people.

• I practiced and improved my communication skills with foreign

people by giving scuba diving courses for beginners and

advanced.

• Mentored junior web developers, providing technical support through code reviews

for their web applications mostly developed in MVC Frameworks like Ruby on Rails

and React JS.

• Provided advice and tips on how to maintain motivation to maintain longevity in the

program.

• Proposed improvements to code organization to improve code quality and overall

performance.

MICROVERSE | REMOTE
Mentor (Volunteer) Part-Time, 2019-2020


